• WORK EXPERIENCE
Senior Web Developer
ii Rain Agency t;l Aug 2017 - ACTUAL

Improved performance of existing .NET system and helped in the migration
process to the .NET core. Supported the development of Sitecore sites and
implemented data analysis tools and Recommendation systems based on
collaborative filtering

Lead Developer
ii OOQIA t:l May, 2016 - Aug, 2018

Developed and architected software solutions, for different industries and
market segments, implementing the best tech stack according to the type of
the project. Coordinating and training the team as needed and acted as Lead
developer for decision making and as a pull request reviewer

LUIS PALACIOS
FULL STACK
DEVELOPER

Full Stack Developer
ii Partsbase t:l Aug 2015, - May, 2016

Worked with a team of developers across different countries in web projects
related to inventory, e-commerce and service providers using enterprise
architecture with ASP Net for REST APls and AngularJs for SPA application.

Senior Web Developer
ii CISA AGRO t:l Jun, 2013 - Feb, 2015
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Adapted an In-House ERP to a Saas business model. Some of the tasks
performed: change from Webforms to MVC, fix conceptual design problems,
database normalization, UI and UX improvements, create a DevOps workflow,
migrate infrastructure to the cloud, application maintenance.

Km 12 Carretera a Masaya
Residencial Mirabosque casa # B-12
luispalacios.ninja
lrpalaciosdev@gmail.com

(505) 8221-0093

TOP SKILLS

• EDUCATION
Computer Engineering
$ National Un iversity of Engineering

t;l Apr, 2008 - Apr, 2012

(UNI-RUSB) Graduate from college with honors

• E-LEARNING
Full Stack Developer
$ Pluralsig ht t:l May, 2013 - ACTUAL

My Netflix for software development. Without a doubt my career would not be
as successful if it weren't for Pluralsight, I have learned so much here from
strengthening my programming foundations and SOLID principles to the most
advanced machine learning techniques. At some point I would prefer to sit and
watch a Pluralsight course than to see any series or movie

Artificial Intelligence Nanodegree
$ Udacity t:l 09 Oct, 2017 - March, 2018

The Nanodegree program that got me started on Al without a doubt the most
challenging course I've taken so far. It make me feel so dump so many times
and make me wonder at how genius some people are and have been in the past
but this was good not only because I finally made it but because it makes me
realize I sill have a lot to learn and not only about programming but also about
Math and statistics.

ABOUT ME
Passionate Christian, Husband, Father and
Software Developer.
I love analyzing a problem, coming up with
a solution, coding it , failing and trying
again until the problem has been solved

"Always code as if the guy who ends up
maintaining your code will be a violent
psychopat who knows where you live. "
- Unknown
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